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THE POSTGRADUATE

FRACTURES AND JOINT INTURIES
By SIR REGINALD WATSON-JONES, B.Sc., M.Ch.

Orth., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.(Hon.), F.A.C.S.
(Hon.). 4th Edition. Pp. 443. Edinburgh:
E. & S. Livingstone. I952. 6os.
Watson-Jones' books on fractures and joint in-

juries have been accepted as classics, and this is a
worthy successor to previous editions. The fact
that the new edition is required because the book
has been out of print for long periods speaks for
itself.
The first volume of the fourth edition is

similar to the third, but with additions made
necessary by advances in knowledge and change of
methods and ideas. The number of illustrations
has been increased by about I5 per cent. to over
7oo-a large number for a book-of 470 pages. There
are new chapters on shock and the adaptation syn-
drome; bone transplantation; fatigue and stress
fractures; and much expansion of the text in re-
lation to some other subjects. In the first of these
the emphasis is 6n the factors which produce and
modify the. condition. The various' defence
mechanisms are discussed. Assessment of the
patient and treatment of shock is also described.
The chapter on transplantation of bone gives a full
account of the methods of bone grafting, preceded
by a historical summary of the subject and followed
by some 63 illustrations showing examples of the'
application of methods previously described. In
the chapter on pathological fractures the first ten
pages are largely devoted to a description of present-
day ideas concerning the method and control of
bone formation.
One new chapter which is of the greatest possible

practical value, and should be read by all ' bio-
logically-minded mechanics,' is that on -the re-
actions of bone to metal. It points out again, and
very forcibly, that metal in bone is only of value
where it assists the natural processes, and that its
misuse creates many problems. This chapter in-
cludes a vigorous, rebuttal of the suggestion that
compression accelerates union of fractures. It
might perhaps have been a good thing to put closer
to it the observations made earlier in the book about
distractions as a cause of slow union. After reading
the author's views it is to be hoped that the reader
will remember that, while the effects of compression

are in dispute, the effects of distraction are well
known.
There are some changes of method, for example

the author gives high praise to the results of arthro-
desis of the hip, but no longer recommends attempt-
ing to do this by the introduction of a triflanged nail
alone, even in elderly people.
The book is beautifully written and produced,

and no one could make any serious criticism which
would not be largely a matter of differing with the
author's opinion. It should be available to anyone
treating fractures and joint injuries. One might be
forgiven for gently lamenting the increase in size,
complexity and cost, but that is perhaps a symptom
of the times in which we live.

WILLIAM SMELLIE. THE MASTER OF
BRITISH MIDWIFERY

By R. W. JOHNSTONE, C.B.E., M.A., M.D.,
Hon. LL.D. Pp. viii + 139, with 30 illustrations.
Edinburgh: E. & S. Livingstone. I952. 20S.
As the author points out in the preface to this

book, it is nearly 6o years since a biography of
William Smellie has been written. This is certainly
justification for producing a new biography of the
one man above all others who turned obstetrics into
an art based on sound principles. Previously
obstetrics had been almost entirely in the bands of
unreasoning midwives; they would call in the male
midwife reluctantly and usually far too late to be of
any benefit to mother or child. The male midwife
of those days was seldom more skilful than their
female counterpart.

It was in I739 that Smellie came to London and
set up as a teacher and practitioner of obstetrics.
He soon established a reputation, but like other
reactionary men before and after him, he was not
without opposition. Smellie was one of the first
men to realize and teach that when abnormalities
arise it is often better to wait and do nothing than to
carry out some immediate destructive operation.
In writing to a practitioner he once remarked ' as
in other parts of surgery, it requires more skill to
prevent than to perform an operations.'
Those who read this book and hope to find more

than is generally known about Smellie's private life
will be disappointed. He kept no personal diary
and much of what is written of his life is conjecture
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